
Take control with 
easivent

By combining standardised elements that can 
apply across building types and sizes, easivent 
has made life simple for M&E contractors – all 
you need to do is select the desired scope of 
Easivent UniForce system, purchase and install. 

All Easivent systems and components come 
with a 30 day no quibble guarantee and if your 
needs are perhaps a little more bespoke, just 
get in touch with our team of specialists.

The system is supplied with a comprehensive 
operating manual so the installer can easily 
configure/amend the control strategy on site.

Easivent’s simple-to-specify UniForce system features 
everything you need to install a mechanical smoke and air 
extract control system in a residential/apartment building. 

Easivent UniForce 
mechanical  extract 

controls for residential 
buildings

Cost-effective compatible controls 
for your whole system

Established internal technology, 
using proven data network protocol

One network covers all fire/smoke 
safety systems
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What’s in the Easivent UniForce control system?

FAB Control Panel
The brains of the system and suitable for external mounting, 
the FAB contains the master PLC and comms networks, 
controlling duty/standby extract fans and accepting fire alarm 
and BMS interfaces.
Rated at IP65 and available in various configurations 
depending on extract fan ratings:

HMI Touchscreen

Touchscreen technology provides mimic and setup 
functions to the PLC, making it the primary user interface 
situated for easy access on the ground floor of the 
building. easivent’s HMI touchscreen panels are suitable for 
recessed mounting. 

Local Zone Panel

These panels interface between the FAB and the system’s 
actuators, sensors and switches. Typically the panels 
will connect to inlet dampers at each lobby extract 
point, smoke detectors within the lobby and automatic 
ventilators at the head of the stairs.
Panels come in 1, 2 and 3 zone standard versions for 
smoke or smoke plus daily ventilation control.

ASi & Ethernet Network

The ASi (Actuator-Sensor interface) network links the 
main control panel to the interface units, while the 
ethernet connects it to the mimic panel.

Pressure Control Module

Controls the extract fan speed relative to pressure 
difference between lobby and stairwell, to prevent lobby 
depressurisation.

1. The damper into the shaft serving the lobby in 
which the smoke was detected will open.

2. A signal is sent to the other dampers, 
preventing them from being opened to stop 
smoke contamination of the other floors.

3. The duty extract fan will start.

4. The AOV at the head of the stair opens, 
providing an air inlet.

5. The pressure sensing units provide information 
to control the speed of the fan, to prevent a 
negative pressure forming in the lobby if the 
door to the stairwell is closed.

6. If pressure sensors are not installed then the 
door leading to the fire lobby should be opened 
mechanically.

Easivent UniForce provides intelligent control of mechanical smoke extraction systems, and is 
designed to prevent smoke entering the stairwell in a fire situation. Upon smoke being detected in 
any of the common lobbies, the following will be initiated:

FAB030   –  3kW (7.2A max)
FAB040   –  4kW (9.1A max)
FAB055   –  5.5kW (12A max)
FAB075   – 7.5kW (15.5A max)
FAB110   –  11kW (23A max)
FAB150   – 15kW (31A max)
FAB185   – 18.5kW (37A max)

What does the Easivent UniForce do for your 
building?

NB with the addition of temperature sensors, iAOV can be used to provide daily ventilation to corridors and lobbies. 



Controlled on the ground floor by our standard-
issue 5.7” mimic touch panel and governed on 
the roof by our FAB range of control panels 
(from 3kW to 18.5kW), the system works in 

harmony with the building. It ensures smoke is 
prevented from returning to the stairwell, while 
maintaining suitable pressurisation of doors to 
allow unimpeded passage. 
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Idealised residential building smoke safety system in action, with smoke directed away from stairwell 
via mechanical extraction.

How does the Easivent UniForce control 
system look in action?



 

To purchase any easivent products, just visit 

www.easivent.co.uk

For further information about easivent or our products, get in touch:

0870 240 6460   303 Old Barn Farm Road  Warehouse: Unit T2
enquiry@groupscs.co.uk  Woolsbridge Ind. Park   Capital Business Park
www.easivent.co.uk   Wimborne BH21 6SP   Cardiff CF3 2PZ

easivent is a trading name of 
Smoke Control Services Ltd

www.groupscs.co.uk
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The products in this range form part of an engineered 
smoke control solution that should be designed and 

specified by a suitably qualified and experienced designer. 
SCS Group accepts no liability for system design or 

compliance with applicable building regulations or standards. 
SCS Group is able to offer a comprehensive design and 

installation service including CFD modelling and negotiation 
with approving authorities where required, through our 

Building Automation division.


